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Abstract: For the structural application of high-performance Steel Fiber Reinforced Expanded-shale
Lightweight Concrete (SFRELC), a reliable bond of ribbed steel bar should be ensured. In this paper,
an experimental study was carried out on the bond properties of ribbed steel bar embedded in
SFRELC by the direct pull-out test. The SFRELC was produced with a strength grade of 35 MPa
and a volume fraction of steel fiber as 0%, 0.8%, 1.2%, 1.6% and 2.0%, respectively. Fifteen groups of
specimens were made with a central placed steel bar with diameter of 14 mm, 20 mm and 28 mm,
respectively. Complete bond stress-slip curves were determined for each group of specimens, and
the characteristic values of bond-stress and slip at key points of the curves were ascertained. Results
show that the bond strength, peak-slip and residual bond strength increased with the increase of the
volume fraction of steel fiber. With the increase of steel bar diameter, bond strength decreased while
the peak-slip increased, and the descending curves became sharp with a decreased residual bond
strength. Formulas for calculating the bond strength and peak-slip were proposed. The relationships
were determined for the splitting bond strength, residual bond strength with the bond strength, the
splitting bond slip and residual bond slip with the peak-slip. Combined with rational fitting analyses
of bond strength and slip, a constitutive model was selected for predicting the bond stress-slip of
ribbed steel bar in SFRELC.

Keywords: steel fiber reinforced expanded-shale lightweight concrete; ribbed steel bar; bond prop-
erty; bond stress-slip curves; constitutive model

1. Introduction

Bond performance of ribbed steel bar embedded in concrete is a foundation ensuring
the joint work of these two kinds of materials. This is also a basic issue for the structural
application of lightweight aggregate concrete (LAC) [1]. Inherently, the bond usually
comes from the chemical force, the friction force and the mechanical bite force along
the interface between steel bar and LAC. They are always affected by the macro factors,
including the concrete composition, the geometry and surface characteristic of steel bar, the
position and net spacing of steel bars, the thickness of concrete cover and the transverse
confinement [2,3].

The methods of a direct pull-out test and beam test are mainly used to measure the
bond property [4]. By using the pull-out test, bond behaviors such as bond strength, slip and
bond stress-slip relationship of ribbed steel bar in LAC have been studied. Zhang et al. [2]
reported that the bond strength and the peak-slip respectively increased by 58.4% and 78.2%
when the LAC strength increased from 21.2 MPa to 42.3 MPa; the bond strength increased
by 9.2% and the peak-slip decreased by 19.3% when the diameter of steel bar varied from
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12 mm to 25 mm; and the bond strength and the peak-slip respectively increased by 28.2%
and 61.7% when the thickness of LAC cover increased from 32 mm to 67 mm. Lachemi
et al. [3] reported that the bond strength increased by 65.7% and 9.2% for steel bar in LAC
with strength grade of 30 MPa and 40 MPa when the thickness of LAC cover increased
from 20 mm to 42 mm, while the bond strength decreased by 16–58% when the bond length
increased from 60 mm to 320 mm, and decreased by 54–68% when the diameter of steel bar
increased from 8 mm to 28 mm. In the case of steel bar with diameters of 12 mm–25 mm,
the bond strength increased by 26–69% when the strength grade of LAC changed from
30 MPa to 40 MPa. The reduction of stirrup spacing and the raise of the reinforcement
ratio also improved the bond strength of ribbed steel bar in LAC [3–5]. With the stirrup
spacing decreased from 100 mm to 50 mm, the bond strength increased by about 9.8%.
With the reinforcement ratio changed from 0.67% to 1.0%, the bond strength increased by
about 8.1%.

Three kinds of failure modes, including splitting, shearing and pull-out, could happen
on the specimens of ribbed steel bar embedded in LAC. Specimens without any transversal
restraints usually present a splitting failure, with the LAC cracked into several pieces, and
the complete bond stress-slip curves are difficult to measure due to the brittle damage.
The LAC cracks can be restrained by the stirrups configured in the specimen to bear the
circumferential tensile stress of LAC. This improves the bond stress and modifies the
failure mode from split to shear to a certain degree [5,6]. In case of pull-out failure of
test specimens, the bond strength presented a better relationship to the tensile strength
than the compressive strength of LAC [4–7], and the peak-slip corresponding to the bond
strength increased with the diameter of steel bar and mainly influenced by the ratio c/d
of concrete cover to diameter of steel bar [2,8,9]. Commonly, the bond stress-slip curve is
always predicted by different formulas for the ascending portion and descending portion.
In specifications of Fib Model Code 2010 and China code GB 50010, the polylines are
used to express the descending portion with different shape of test curves [10,11]. In
some prediction models, the ascending curve is also divided into several parts such as
micro-slip stage, slip stage and splitting stage [12–14]. Meanwhile, some simple models
were also proposed, and the ascending and descending portions are each expressed by
a formula [15,16].

On the basis of above studies, the splitting failure of specimens can be avoided by
the presence of steel fibers in LAC, due to the confinement to transversal deformation and
the improvement of tensile strength of LAC by steel fibers. Bond strength of steel bar in
LAC with hook-end steel fiber increased by about 16.3% when the aspect ratio of steel fiber
changed from 50 to 80 and increased by about 64–75% when the volume fraction of steel
fiber increased from 0% to 1.5% [7,17–19]. As the specimens remained intact or even did
not crack, the steel bar was pulled out of the LAC with the increasing content of steel fibers,
and a complete bond stress-slip curve was obtained [7,20]. This makes the steel fiber play a
good role on the strengthening of the bond property.

Comparatively, short studies were carried out on the bond property of steel bar in LAC
with steel fibers. For the reliable application in structural engineering of a new steel fiber
reinforced expanded-shale lightweight concrete (SFRELC) [21–23], the bond performance
of steel bar in SFRELC should be determined. This is a key issue of a new material before
it can be used for structural application. Therefore, in this paper, considering the main
factors of the volume fraction of steel fiber and the diameter of hot-rolled ribbed steel
bar, 15 groups of specimens were prepared and tested under the central pull-out test. The
complete bond stress-slip curves were recorded, and the bond strength and peak-slip as
well as the bond stress and slip at other key points of the curves were obtained from the
test curves. Based on the test results, fitting analyses were performed to get the formulas
of bond stress and slip at these key points, which represent different bonding ability with
the loading process. Finally, the test curves were compared with the calculation results
of existing formulas proposed in the literature [10,12–16], and a model was selected for
predicting the bond stress-slip of ribbed steel bar in SFRELC.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Specimens

The specimens for pull-out test were made with hot-rolled ribbed steel bar embedded
centrally in SFRELC block. The bond length of steel bar embedded in SFRELC was 5 times
of the diameter of steel bar, that is, lb = 5d. This length is adaptable to lead a uniform
bond stress [7,12]. To prevent the cracking of SFRELC around the steel bar, the thickness
of SFRELC cover was designed as 6d. Both ends of steel bar embedded in SFRELC were
free with 50 mm long by the package of PVC sleeves. Each sleeve was 80 mm long and
sealed with paraffin. This was to eliminate the free surface influence and the concentrated
compression on load surface of SFRELC block. As presented in Figure 1, the section
of SFRELC block was (13d × 13d) mm and the length was (5d + 100) mm. Concretely,
the blocks were 182 mm × 182 mm × 170 mm, 260 mm × 260 mm × 200 mm, and
364 mm × 364 mm × 240 mm, respectively for the embedded steel bars with diameter
d = 14 mm, 20 mm and 28 mm. Thirty specimens were totally cast, and two of them
were the same as a group for the replicate tests. After staying in formwork for 24 h, the
blocks were demolded and wet cured for 7 days, and then placed indoors for 20 days
before testing.
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Figure 1. Specimen of bond-slip by using the direct pull-out test.

2.2. Materials

The steel bar was HRB400 hot-rolled ribbed steel bar with diameter d = 14 mm, 20 mm
and 28 mm as shown in Figure 2. The outline dimension and the mechanical properties
tested according to China Code GB/T 228 [24], are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Test results of outline dimension and mechanical properties of ribbed steel bars.

Grade Diameter
d (mm)

Transverse Rib (mm) Longitudinal Rib (mm) Yield
Strength
f y (MPa)

Ultimate
Tensile

Strength f st
(MPa)

Elongation
After

Fracture δ
(%)Height Width Height Width

HRB400
14 1.4 0.8 1.8 1.8 453 629 22.7
20 1.7 1.2 2.1 2.0 473 630 20.4
28 2.2 1.7 2.7 3.0 496 656 18.4

The cement was Portland cement in strength grade of 42.5; the physical and mechanical
properties are presented in Table 2. Class-II fly ash was used for a mineral admixture with
physical properties as presented in Table 3. The high-strength sintering expanded shales in
continuous gradation with particles of 0–2 mm and 2–16 mm were used as the fine and
coarse aggregates. The physical and mechanical properties are presented in Table 4, which
met the specification of China code GB/T 17431.2 [25]. The milling steel fiber was used
with length lf = 32 mm, equivalent diameter df = 0.8 mm and aspect ratio lf/df = 40. Other
materials were the polycarboxylic acid superplasticizer with water-reducing rate no less
than 30% and the tap water.

Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of cement.

Water Requirement
of Normal

Consistency (%)

Setting Time (min) Compressive Strength (MPa) Tensile Strength (MPa)

Initial Final 3d 28d 3d 28d

28.5 142 229 26.1 49.4 4.97 8.64

Table 3. Physical properties of fly-ash.

Density (kg/m3)
Specific Surface

(m2/kg)
Water Demand Ratio

(%) Moisture Content (%) Ignition Loss (%)

2342 406 84 0.1 2.6

Table 4. Physical and mechanical properties of expanded-shale and ceramsite sand.

Aggregates Particle Size
(mm)

Fineness
Modulus

Apparent
Density
(kg/m3)

Bulk
Density
(kg/m3)

Compacting
Density
(kg/m3)

1 h Water
Absorption

(%)

Cylinder
Compressive

Strength
(MPa)

Sand 0–2 3.2 1851 1068 — 8.48 —

expanded-
shale 2–16 — 1653 896 932 6.04 7.1

The mix proportion of high-performance SFRELC was designed by the absolute vol-
ume method as per China Code JGJ/T12, and the sand ratio increased with the volume frac-
tion of steel fiber by replacing the expanded-shale with equal mass of steel fiber [21,26,27].
As presented in Table 5, the strength grade of SFRELC without steel fiber was 30 MPa, and
the target cubic compressive strength was 38 MPa. This required the water to binder ratio
w/b = 0.31. The dosage of raw materials changed with the volume fraction of steel fiber
vf = 0.8%, 1.2%, 1.6% and 2.0%. On the premise of the surface dry saturated condition of
aggregates for mix proportion design, additional water should be added due to the water
absorption of aggregates during the mixing. In this study, it was determined by the 1 h
water absorption of the ceramsite sand and expanded-shale.
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Table 5. Mix proportion of high-performance SFRELC.

Trials
Dosage of Raw Materials (kg/m3)

Cement Fly Ash Expanded—
Shale

Ceramsite
Sand Water Additional

Water Superplasticizer Steel Fiber

LC30-0 496 124 538 473 192 73 2.7 —
LC30-0.8 496 124 525 473 192 72 3.2 62.8
LC30-1.2 496 124 518 473 192 71 3.5 94.2
LC30-1.6 496 124 511 473 192 71 3.7 125.6
LC30-2.0 496 124 505 473 192 71 3.7 157

All mixing and the preparation of specimens were done in the lab. The lightweight
aggregates were wet-processed with the additional water for 1 hour in a horizontal shaft
forced-mixer. Then the cement, fly ash, mix water and water reducer were successively
added and mixed uniformly in the mixer. After that, the steel fiber was added and
uniformly mixed. The workability of fresh SFRELC was measured by the slump method
as per China Code GB50080 [28]. All mixtures were good without bleeding. The slumps
of mixtures reduced with the increase of the volume fraction of steel fiber. This is a result
of the overlap effect of steel fibers. As previous studies showed [29–31], this effect will be
weakened by the vibration and less influenced on the forming of SFRELC.

For each trial of the specimens, 9 cubes with dimension of 150 mm and 6 prisms with
dimension of 150 mm × 150 mm × 300 mm were cast and cured at the same condition of
SFRELC blocks for the measurement of basic mechanical properties of SFRELC. Three cubes
as a group were tested respectively for the cubic compressive strength f cu, the splitting
tensile strength f st and the apparent dry density ρd. Three prisms as a group were tested
respectively for the axial compressive strength f c and the modulus of elasticity Ec. Results
are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Test results of slump, mechanical properties and apparent dry density of SFRELC.

Trials Slump
(mm) f cu (MPa) f c (MPa) Ec (GPa) f st (MPa) ρd (kg/m3)

LC30-0 208 38.2 31.2 19.5 1.87 1622
LC30-0.8 173 41.2 31.8 19.1 2.66 1716
LC30-1.2 165 43.6 33.8 19.2 2.85 1732
LC30-1.6 94 45.4 37.8 18.0 3.25 1767
LC30-2.0 62 55.1 43.1 17.0 4.19 1800

2.3. Pull-Out Test Method

The bond properties of ribbed steel bar embedded in SFRELC was measured by the
pull-out test as per China Code GB/T 50152 [32]. As exhibited in Figure 3, the pull-out load
was exerted by a hydraulic jack through the load sensor on surface of the test block. The
jack and load sensor were placed along the center of steel bar embedded in the SFRELC
block on a supporting table. An anchorage was used to fix the end of steel bar on jack. This
provides a simple loading state without other influences. According to the China code
GB50152-2012, the loading rate was kept in about the value of 0.03d2 N/s, where d is the
diameter of steel bar.

Three displacement transducers were placed on the block surface opposite to the test
jack, one pointed to the free end of the steel bar and the other two pointed to the concrete
surface. The relative displacement between them was the bond slip. The average bond
stress (τ) was calculated by the following equation, and the maximum value was the bond
strength (τu),

τ = F/(5πd2) (1)

where, F is the pull-out load (N), d is the diameter of steel bar (mm).
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3. Test Results and Analysis
3.1. Failure Mode

The failure modes of specimens with steel bar of diameter d = 28 mm are exhibited in
Figure 4. Differing from the block broken into several pieces as reported for the specimens
with concrete cover less than 4.5d [4–6], cracks only appeared and penetrated on the surface
of block without steel fiber. This is because the thickening concrete cover elongated the
transfer route of tensile stress and weakened the peak-stress at block surface. Except for
the crack that appeared on block with vf = 0.8%, the crack disappeared with the increased
volume fraction of steel fiber. This indicates the changes of failure pattern of block due to
the strengthening effect of steel fiber on the tensile strength of SFRELC. No sudden collapse
occurred on the specimens until the pull-out of the steel bar.
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Similar failure modes and smaller cracks appeared on the specimens with steel bar
diameter d = 14 mm and 20 mm.

3.2. Bond Stress-Slip Curves

Figure 5 presents the bond stress-slip curves of specimens with different vf. The
identifier of test specimens was named as the strength grade of SFRELC–the strength
grade of steel bar–the diameter of steel bar–the volume fraction of steel fiber. For instance,
LC30-4R-14-0.8% represented that the strength grade of SFRELC was LC30, the strength
grade of steel bar was HRB400, which was abbreviated as 4R, the diameter of steel bar was
14 mm, and the volume fraction of steel fiber was 0.8%.

In the elastic ascending stage, bond stress rapidly increased with a micro slip. The
slip appeared with the loss of the bond of steel bar to SFRELC. With the increase of the vf,
the peak stress increased with the slip, and the bond stress-slip curves near peak-stress
presented a change of slop. After the peak-stress, a good descending curve presented with
continuous slip vs residual bond stress, due to the prevention of the splitting failure by the
strengthening of steel fiber on the tensile strength of SFRELC.
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Meanwhile, compared to the bond stress-slip curves of specimens with different
diameter of steel bar, the bond strength decreased while the peak-slip increased with the
increase of the diameter of steel bar at the same vf. A steeper ascending curve with a shorter
nonlinear segment was observed in the specimen with the smaller diameter of steel bar.
The slope of descending curves reduced with the increasing diameter of steel bar. The
higher bond strength with lower peak-slip and the lowest ability to maintain high residual
bond strength was presented on the specimens with steel bar at a diameter of 14mm, and
a faster unload rate on the descending curves was presented than those with steel bar at
diameter of 20 mm and 28 mm.

3.3. Bond Stress and Slip at Key Points of Curve

To evaluate the bond behaviors and predict the bond stress-slip curves of pull-out
specimen in this study, several key points on the complete curves that were considered and
discussed in the following are collected and presented in Table 7. These key points include
the slipping bond strength (τs) with micro-slip (ss) at the end of the first linear stage of
ascending curve, the splitting bond strength (τcr) with corresponding slip (scr) at the end
of the second stage of ascending curve, the bond strength (τu) with peak-slip (su) at the
ultimate bond stress point, the residual strength (τr) with corresponding slip (sr) at the last
point of inflexion on the curves. They represent the features of bond-slip at different stages
of bearing ability.

Table 7. Test results of bond strength and peak slip.

Trials f c
(MPa)

f st
(MPa)

d
(mm)

vf
(%)

τs
(MPa)

ss
(mm)

τcr
(MPa)

scr
(mm)

τu
(MPa)

su
(mm)

τr
(MPa)

sr
(mm)

LC30-4R-14-0% 31.2 1.87 14 0 6.7 0.07 10.8 0.30 13.3 0.81 3.3 8.24
LC30-4R-14-0.8% 31.8 2.66 14 0.8 6.8 0.06 10.9 0.25 13.6 0.82 3.6 9.64
LC30-4R-14-1.2% 33.8 2.85 14 1.2 12.8 0.19 15.8 0.46 17.6 1.00 4.3 11.66
LC30-4R-14-1.6% 37.8 3.25 14 1.6 12.0 0.41 15.5 0.71 17.2 1.46 4.4 12.57
LC30-4R-14-2.0% 43.1 4.19 14 2.0 10.4 0.15 17.0 0.42 21.9 1.36 7.5 8.13
LC30-4R-20-0% 31.2 1.87 20 0 6.7 0.53 7.8 0.66 7.9 0.73 2.1 10.97

LC30-4R-20-0.8% 31.8 2.66 20 0.8 9.3 0.12 11.3 0.18 13.3 0.75 5.8 8.67
LC30-4R-20-1.2% 33.8 2.85 20 1.2 10.1 0.06 13.2 0.17 15.5 0.73 4.1 11.44
LC30-4R-20-1.6% 37.8 3.25 20 1.6 15.2 0.14 18.5 0.37 20.3 1.34 6.2 13.53
LC30-4R-20-2.0% 43.1 4.19 20 2.0 13.7 0.26 16.8 0.43 19.5 1.19 6.5 11.65
LC30-4R-28-0% 31.2 1.87 28 0 6.3 0.12 7.8 0.33 8.7 1.37 2.8 11.78

LC30-4R-28-0.8% 31.8 2.66 28 0.8 9.2 0.52 11.1 1.05 12.2 2.18 4.4 10.53
LC30-4R-28-1.2% 33.8 2.85 28 1.2 11.7 0.25 14.1 0.82 15.6 1.84 3.7 23.04
LC30-4R-28-1.6% 37.8 3.25 28 1.6 11.7 0.48 13.6 0.61 14.6 1.22 4.8 15.85
LC30-4R-28-2.0% 43.1 4.19 28 2.0 13.7 0.91 14.9 1.05 16.2 1.82 3.3 19.55
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3.4. Prediction of Bond Stress and Slip at Key Points

Bond strengths τu with different diameters of steel bar for specimens without steel
fiber are presented in Figure 6a. Formula (2) was obtained for the prediction of bond
strength τu0 of specimens without steel fiber by regressing test data with a formula in
Kim’s study [33], in which the parameters of diameter d and bond length lb (lb = 5d in this
experiment) were taken into account. For the SFRELC specimens, the steel fiber had an
enhancement on the bond strength as presented in Figure 6b, and the relationship of τu
with the fiber factor λf can be expressed by Formula (3),

τu0 = (16.2/(d + lb)
0.25 − 3.1) f 0.5

c (2)

τu = τu0(1 + 1.19λf) (3)

where f c is the axial compressive strength of expanded-shale lightweight concrete (MPa),
λf is the fiber factor that comprehensively represents the characteristics of steel fiber,
λf = vf·lf/df, vf is the volume fraction of steel fiber, and lf/df is the aspect ratio of steel fiber.
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fiber are presented in Figure 6a. Formula (2) was obtained for the prediction of bond 
strength τu0 of specimens without steel fiber by regressing test data with a formula in 
Kim’s study [33], in which the parameters of diameter d and bond length lb (lb = 5d in this 
experiment) were taken into account. For the SFRELC specimens, the steel fiber had an 
enhancement on the bond strength as presented in Figure 6b, and the relationship of τu 
with the fiber factor λf can be expressed by Formula (3), 
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and the formula is written as Formula (4), 

Figure 6. Changes of τu with factor: (a) d; (b) λf.

With the test results, peak slip to steel bar diameter ratio (su/d) was about 0.048 for
the specimens without steel fiber. The relationship of su and λf is presented in Figure 7,
and the formula is written as Formula (4),

su = 0.048d(1 + 0.56λf) (4)
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Formula (3) and (4) were used to calculate the bond strength and peak slips for ribbed
steel bar in SFRELC in this experiment, and the comparisons of test to calculated results
are drawn in Figure 8. The calculated values of the bond strength and the peak-slip close
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to the test values, while the peak-slip has a little higher dispersion than the bond strength.
The average of test to calculated bond strength was 0.994 with a variation coefficient of
0.148. while for peak slips, the average was 1.026 with a variation coefficient of 0.285.
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Figure 8. Comparison of test and calculated results: (a) bond strength τu; (b) slip su.

The relationship of bond stresses and slips at key points of complete bond stress-slip
curves with the bond strength τu and peak slip su are presented in Figure 9. Based on
the regression, τs, τcr, τr were 0.68, 0.87, 0.29 times of τu, while ss, scr, sr were 0.24, 0.43,
9.51 times of su, respectively. On account of the calculation method of these bond strengths
and slips on the bond stress-slip curves, complete curves can be predicted by the prediction
model in the absence of test data.
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4.1. Constitutive Model 

Four prediction models were selected to predict the bond stress-slip relationship of 
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4. Prediction of Bond-Slip Constitutive
4.1. Constitutive Model

Four prediction models were selected to predict the bond stress-slip relationship of
ribbed steel bar in SFRELC. The bond stresses and slips at key points including τs, τcr, τu,
τr and ss, scr, su, sr in the prediction models could be calculated as above analyses. Then
the predicted bond stress-slip curves were obtained. After comparing the predicted curves
with test ones, the proper prediction model was selected.

Model 1: Figure 10 presents the bond stress-slip relationship of steel bar in concrete
under monotonic loading which is specified in Fib Model Code 2010 [10]. The bond stress-
slip curves composites four segments including ascending, horizontal, descending and
residual ones. For the bond stress-slip curves in this experiment, the horizontal segment
almost did not exist, and the slips in the second stage s1 = s2 = su. The descending section is
approximately expressed by a straight line. The prediction model is presented by formulas,

τ = τu(s/s1)
0.4 (0 ≤ s ≤ s1) (5)

τ = τu (s1 < s ≤ s2) (6)

τ = τu − (τu − τr)(
s− s2

sr − s2
) (s2 < s ≤ sr) (7)

τ = τr (s > sr) (8)

where τ is the bond stress (MPa); s is the relative slip between concrete and ribbed steel bar
(mm); s1 and s2 are the slips in the beginning and ending points of horizontal stage (mm);
τr is the residual bond stress (MPa); sr is the slip at first point of residual bond stress (mm).
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Figure 10. Bond stress-slip curve in Fib Model Code 2010.
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Model 2: The bond stress-slip relationship of steel bar in SFRELC can also be calculated
by the least square approach [12–14]. The ascending curve of bond stress-slip curve was
divided into three segments such as microslip segment (OA), slipping segment (AB) and
splitting segment (BC) in Figure 11. Where OA is an approximate elastic segment with a
microslip (microslip segment), AB is the section of steel bar slipping without splitting of
concrete (slip segment), and BC is the segment of concrete internal splitting in which the
cracks have not appeared on the surface of block (internal splitting-broken segment). The
descending curve is presented by a nonlinear curve related to the splitting tensile strength
of concrete. Details are as shown as follows,

τ = τs
4

√
s
ss

(0 ≤ s ≤ ss) (9)

τ =
τcr( 4
√

s− 4
√

ss)− τs( 4
√

s− 4
√

scr)
4
√

scr − 4
√

ss
(ss < s ≤ scr) (10)

τ = τu

[
1− (s− su)

2

(su − scr)
2

(
1− τcr

τu

)]
(scr < s ≤ su) (11)

τ =
0.1 fts + 1

( fts
s

su
)0.34 τu (su < s ≤ d) (12)

where, τs is the slipping bond strength with micro-slip (MPa), ss is the slip related to τs
(mm); τcr is the splitting bond strength at internal splitting of concrete (MPa); scr is the slip
related to τcr (mm); f ts is the tensile strength of SFRELC (MPa).
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Model 3: The bond stress-slip curves of ribbed steel bar in self-compacting LAC were
proposed by Wu [16]. In this model, the bond stress-slip curve was divided into ascending
and descending curves at the bound of peak point presented in Figure 12. With the slips
in descending portion reached sr, the ratio of residual bond strength to bond strength
τr/τu came infinitely close to a certain value of kr. The calculation model is expressed with
the formulas

τ = τu(2
√

s
su
− s

su
) (13)

τ = τu

(
kr + (1− kr) exp(αw(

s
su
− 1)

2
)

)
(14)

where, kr is the ratio of residual bond strength to bond strength, kr = τr/τu = 0.29; αw is the
shape coefficient of descending part of bond stress-slip curves.
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The shape coefficient αw can be obtained by the fitness of test curves. As presented in
Figure 13, the values of shape coefficient αw decreases with the increase of fiber factor and
can be expressed as a linear regression formula. However, the correlation of αw and λf is
very low, due to the large variation of the descending portion of curves. This indicates that
the shape coefficient αw cannot reflect the effect of steel fiber on the descending portion.
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Model 4: Based on fib Model Code 2010 and China Code GB50010-2010, the typical
shape of bond stress-slip curves as presented in Figure 14 was proposed by Song et al. [15].
The ascending curve was the same as Formula (5). The descending curve was presented as
Formula (15) which is similar to the shape of compressive stress-strain curves of concrete
in descending portion.

τ =
s/su

β(s/su)
2 + s/su

τu (s > su) (15)

where, β is the shape coefficient of descending stage of the bond stress-slip curves.
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The shape coefficient β can be obtained by the fitness of test curves. As presented
in Figure 15, the values of shape coefficient β decreases with the ratio τu/su, and has the
exponential relationship of a regression formula.
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4.2. Comparison with Test Curves

To select the rational prediction model for the bond stress-slip curves of ribbed steel
bar in SFRELC, test curves were compared with the calculated ones by the above four
models. The comparison of test curves with predicted ones are presented in Figure 16. No
obvious difference happens on the ascending portion with the four models, but a main
difference appears on the descending portion.
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Due to the descending curve expressed as a straight line after the peak stress in
Model 1, higher bond stress is predicted with the increasing slip. This gives an unreliable
prediction of residual bond strength with slip after peak stress.

A sharp decrease at the initial part with the gradual decline afterward of descending
portion appears on the predicted curve of Model 2. The former underrates the bond ability,
and the latter overestimates the bond ability. This is irrational to be used for the prediction
of bond properties of ribbed steel bar in SFRELC.

Model 3 and Model 4 provide better predictions of the descending portion of the bond
stress-slip curve, except for some cases of over or lower estimation of bond stress. The
accuracy of predictions was evaluated by the variation coefficient of the test to calculate
bond stresses at the same slips. For Model 3, the variation coefficient is 0.107–0.250 for
the ascending portion and 0.084–0.325 for the descending portion, except a value of 0.596
for the curve of specimen without steel fiber at d = 28 mm. For Model 4, the variation
coefficient was 0.113–0.360 for the ascending portion and 0.050–0.187 for the descending
portion. This indicates that the prediction of Model 4 was better on the descending portion,
and Model 3 was slightly better on the ascending curves.

Therefore, it is better to predict the complete bond stress-slip curve by using the
Formulas (13) and (15), respectively, for the ascending and descending portions.

5. Conclusions

Bond properties of ribbed steel bar embedded in SFRELC were investigated in this
experiment. The bond strength and slip, and the bond stress and slip at key points of the
complete bond stress-slip curves were obtained, considering the influencing factors of the
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diameter of steel bar and the volume fraction of steel fiber. Prediction models for bond
stress-slip curves were selected. The conclusions were drawn as follows:

(1) Steel fiber benefited prevention of the cracks developed in the SFRELC blocks,
and improved the grip of SFRELC on steel bar. When the vf ≤ 0.8%, cracks appeared and
extended on the surface of blocks. When the vf ≥ 1.2%, the effect of steel fiber came into
play efficiently, and no cracks appeared with the steel bar gradually pulled out;

(2) Bond strength τu increased with the increase of vf, and decreased with the increase
of diameter of steel bar. Based on the test results of mechanical properties of SFRELC,
calculation formulas for τu and su are proposed. The bond stresses τs, τcr, τr were 0.68,
0.87, 0.29 times of bond strength τu, while their corresponding slips ss, scr, sr are 0.24, 0.43,
9.51 times of peak slip su, respectively;

(3) The descending curves improved with higher residual bond strength by the pres-
ence of steel fiber. After the comparison of four prediction models, two models were
selected to predict the bond stress-slip curves of ribbed steel bar embedded in SFRELC. The
accuracy of prediction of the two models were calculated to give a quantitative evaluation.
Finally, a suggestion was proposed to combine the ascending portion of Model 3 and the
descending portion of Model 4 for a good prediction of the bond-slip curve for ribbed steel
bar in SFRELC;

(4) Due to the bond influenced by multiple factors except for the diameter of steel bar
and the volume fraction of steel fiber, much more study should be carried out on the bond
performance of steel bar in SFRELC to ensure the reliability of joint work.
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